
[organization] to Fund [noun] Contest

1. Noun

2. Number

3. Proper Noun

4. First Name Of A Person

5. Noun

6. Number

7. Number

8. Noun

9. Number

10. Verb Base Form

11. Number

12. Proper Noun

13. Adjective

14. Noun

15. Adjective

16. Noun

17. Noun Plural

18. Location

19. Noun Plural

20. Noun

21. Noun

22. Verb Past Tense

23. Verb Base Form
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24. Noun

25. Number

26. Location



[organization] to Fund [noun] Contest

[ Noun ] is on its way to LSC. At the [ Number ] [ Proper Noun ] meeting [ First 

Name of a Person ] appeared to request $500 in "front money" for a [ Noun ] contest and craft fair to be

held [ Number ] [ Number ]. This will be the first [ Noun ] contest of the season and it is

anticipated that a $[ Number ] gate charge for non-LSC students will [ Verb Base Form ] nearly $[

Number ]. Thus, [ Proper Noun ] will be spending very little for an [ Adjective ] time for all.

The contest will be open to [ Noun ] and have no entry fee. There was a [ Adjective ] discussion

on [ Noun ] Day. It was decided to have the [ Noun Plural ] on the landing at the rear of the [

Location ]. There was a suggestion to get [ Noun Plural ] from maintenance and possibly have a [

Noun ] parked near the courtyard for trash collected in the morning before the [ Noun ] are [

Verb Past Tense ] The committee is to [ Verb Base Form ] plans for the [ Noun ] Day at its

meeting tonight at [ Number ] pm in the lounge area of the [ Location ].
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